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ABOUT US and the
Heartwood Carving designs and creates quality ornamental and architectural details 
of timeless beauty and value. Architectural carvings shape a home’s interior landscape 
and as you browse our brochure and web site you will find a unique line of carved 
components and trim to add your personal touch to decorative casework, mantels, 
cabinetry accents and furniture, as well as detailing features like staircases, bookcases 
and columns. 
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CARVING PROCESS...
At our 16,000 sq ft design studio and production facility in Eugene, Oregon, Heart-
wood designs catalog and custom offerings as well as period reproductions utilizing 
advanced 3D software,  automated CNC carving methods and the highest grade 
hardwood and fiberboard. Whether your project is large or small our goal is to bring 
a sense of style and distinction to your home, office or commercial space with the 
finest in architectural carvings, made to order, in a timely manner.
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ONLAYS
Carved onlays and appliqués are useful for bringing visual interest to flat areas and are 
commonly used on fireplace mantels, range hoods, furniture and cabinetry.  Our catalog 
is completely digital so all pieces can be used as is or sized and shaped to your particular 
requirements. Some popular items are shown below.  For a more complete listing visit 
the Heartwood Carving website.

ON-CHER

ON-ANTIGUA
ON-ACCAR

ON-VOLCRU

ON-ROSESC

ON-FLDL3SC

ON-CLDOL

ON-SDSY
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ON-FLDL3

ON-4LV ON-AC4LV

ON-LIONCSC

ON-EDECOON-ACA

ON-OAK-C

ON-PINCSC

ON-CLSH

ON-TUGRP
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FRIEZE, CROWN

FZ-ACSHL

FZ-MKSHP

FZ-OAKNE

Carved friezes and moldings can be applied to trim, mantels, range hoods, cabinets and 
valances.  Below are popular samples from our web site catalog that can be used square 
edged (frieze) or placed in a custom crown molding and sized to suit your require-
ments. Please see the Heartwood Carving website for more details.

FZ-GRP

FZ-FLOR

FZ-OAKWV

FZ-EDECO

MLD-ACA

FZ-CELN

FZ-GOTH2
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FZ-ACAWM

FZ-CDW



and DETAIL MOLDING

DT-BEAD

FZ-ED

FZ-GRKY

FZ-RR

FZ-ED2

FZ-FFLU

FZ-E&A
FZ-GRPP

FZ-SW

FZ-TWIST

DT-RINGS

DT-D&D

DT-ROPE

MLD-FLU

CR-065

CR-025

CR-045

FZ-CELK

DT-BDRP
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FZ-AP

FZ-E&DL



COLUMNS & CORBELS
Whether incorporated into stairwells, mantle surrounds or trimming doorway and 
window casings; columns, corbels, posts and pilasters are among the most classic of 
components in decorative architecture.   Columns can be made full, half or 3/4 round.   
Pilasters are flat backed and come in a variety of sizes and widths. Corbels come in 
standard sizes but can be made to order if the size needed is not available. All art 
shown is digital and can therefore be modified to suit your requirements. 

PIL-SPIRALCOL-PINCCOL-CORA PST-ACA COL-ION PIL-XFLU

COR-WVBR-GRPS COR-CFT2 COR-OAK
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PILASTERS & CAPITALS

PIL-GEO PIL-TUGRP PIL-EDECO PIL-10-CELK PIL-RIB_ACA

PIL-04 PIL-08-B PIL-LIONC PIL-DECO PIL-01
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Carved decorative wood Rosettes and Corner Blocks are an easy and cost effective 
decorative wood accessory. They are often used to decorate window and door casework, 
cabinetry, range hoods and furniture. Rosettes can be applied to any flat surface and 
the corner blocks can replace mitered corners to save you time while adding decoration.  

ROSETTES and

RS-CIC RS-CLFL RS-ACAPT RS-BULL9

MD-CVOL MD-CLFL MD-BRCH

CB-PINC CB-RCOMP CB-ACAT CB-FLORT
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CORNER BLOCKS

CB-DSY CB-AC3 CB-FLDL1 CB-BULL2

CB-SCAL CB-PLU CB-LIONC CB-SDLR

CB-CLSH CB-OAK CB-WAVE CB-STFISH

CB-CRAFT CB-AC4LV CB-CRP CB-ETK
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PANELS
Featuring natural scenes or common weaves this sampling of our carved panels can be 
used as stand alone decor or modified for use in cabinetry and door insert panels.

WV-PNL-030

PNL-BOP

PNL-024

PNL-021PNL-BAM

PNL-GRP

PNL-PLU

PNL-PALM
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and PANELLING

TG-3D-CONTURA TG-3D-RUSTICA

TG-3D-OCEANA TG-3D-NEW WAVE

4 STACK EXAMPLE

FZ3D-KONA

FZ3D-COLLOID
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THEMED COLLECTIONS
ACANTHUS LEAF

GRAPE VINES & LEAVES



OAK LEAVES & ACORNS

ROSES

TROPICAL



THEMED COLLECTIONS
CELTIC & WEAVES

GOTHIC



DECO & CRAFTSMAN

FLEUR DE LIS

LIONS



CUSTOM DESIGN
Heartwood can create custom components using your sketches, photos, or computer 
generated files.  Alternatively, let one of our designers create unique carvings based on 
your inspirations.  All our artwork is digital which allows us to resize, alter, or mix and 
match any of our catalog prodcts to fit your need.   

For restorations of grand staircases to simple rosettes, we are able to reproduce missing 
or damaged period carvings or create a new look inspired by a vintage piece.  Call or use 
our online form for a custom quote.

FROM DRAWING

FROM INSPIRATIONAL SKETCH
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and REPRODUCTION

FROM PHOTO

FROM ORGINALS
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FINIALS

FN-PINC FN-ACA FN-SPIRAL

HEARTWOOD CARVING STANDARD TERMS

All orders are processed as they are received.   All parts are made to order or taken from stock.  Lead times vary but typically 5-10 days till 
shipment on average.  Shipping time is additional.  Shipping is from Oregon.  Oversized requests are shipped common carrier by quotation.  
Canada shipments are subject to the brokerage fees of the carrier used.  Shipping charges are established through the web site or by quota-
tions.  Heartwood typically ships UPS/FedEx but will work with a client to meet any specific requests.

When ordering mouldings,  please consider pattern repeats and miters when accounting for footage.

All parts are to be paid in advance of shipment unless otherwise agreed by Heartwood.  Orders are typically remitted by credit card but 
Heartwood will accept payment by check.   Orders paid by check are subject to a clearing hold.  Returns are accepted with prior approval 
on standard parts provided they are in re-sell condition within 60 days of order shipment.   Returns are subject to restocking fees of 25% 
of purchase price. 

Heartwood Carving warrants that it will produce parts matching the quality of the craftsmanship displayed in the photos shown in this 
catalog and on the website.   Parts will be cleaned and free of debris but may require additional sanding by the client as they deem necessary 
for finishing.    Paint grade parts may be most any hardwood available in our shop.   Stain grade is typically a neutral color species like beech 
or poplar.   Other hardwoods listed (Alder, Cherry, Maple,  Red Oak, African Mahogany, Walnut) for a given item are sourced from high 
quality Select stocks and chosen to be free of abnormal color, knots and sap.   Any requests for particular wood species or grain are welcome.  
Dimensions provided are typically exact but may vary up to 1/8” depending on the part type.  Please inquire.  For parts requiring lamina-
tion of several layers of wood by glue,  Heartwood warrants that parts will not delaminate under normal conditions of interior usage where 
they are free of excess moisture and heat.  Heartwood is not responsible for changes in products that occur due to environmental conditions 
during or after installation.  Warranty is valid for 1 year and  limited to repair or replacement of parts.

All parts shown in this catalog are copyright Heartwood Carving, Inc.  and no permissions are granted unless in writing from Heartwood. 

Heartwood Carving
4259 W. 5th Ave. Eugene, OR 97402

T: (541) 868-0666  ~  F: (541) 683-5219
 www.heartwoodcarving.com


